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Introduction

The Annual Report for 2018 is provided to the community of Farrer Memorial Agricultural High School as an account of
the school's operations and achievements throughout the year.

It provides a detailed account of the progress the school has made to provide high quality educational opportunities for
all students, as set out in the school plan. It outlines the findings from self–assessment that reflect the impact of key
school strategies for improved learning and the benefit to all students from the expenditure of resources, including equity
funding.

Mr Clint Gallagher

Principal

School contact details

Farrer Memorial Agricultural High School
585 Calala Lane
Calala, 2340
www.farreragri-h.schools.nsw.edu.au
farreragri-h.school@det.nsw.edu.au
6764 8600

Message from the Principal

2018 has certainly been another hectic and productive year as even a brief perusal of Farrer student successes and
significant school events will testify. The abundance of student centred activities and achievements signify a very
dynamic Farrer environment and once again illustrate the willingness of staff, students and the greater Farrer community
to support and promote effort, commitment and excellence across all facets of the school. My sincere thanks go to all of
these people and especially to the school staff (both teaching and non–teaching) for the many hours of additional time
that they devote to programs and activities which benefit Farrer students.

No doubt the most significant news of 2018 related to the construction of the new Technology Block and the conversion
of the old TAS Block to a modern dormitory, as well as the upgrade of the Old Bricks dormitory. Along with multiple other
maintenance and enhancement projects it has left the school not only looking great but with fantastic facilities for our
students to enjoy well into the future. Thanks are due to the State Government for funding such a significant project, and
to our Executive Director of the Tamworth area, Mr Frank Potter, whose support was central to the project getting off the
ground. At a school level many thanks must go Eric Reading for the important role he played and the considerable work
he did in ensuring the new IT Block provides wonderful and unique opportunities for our boys.

The school's involvement in the 'Bump It Up' initiative, inspired by the Premier's Priority of increasing the number of
students in the top two NAPLAN bands has been very successful. The school exceeded the targets set by the
Department of Education which resulted in a recent visit from the Department of Premier and Cabinet to examine the
work in literacy and numeracy being performed by our school.

The recognition which we give today to our most successful students has been well deserved as it is a testament to their
continued efforts and the commitment and sacrifices made in order to achieve the heights that they have reached. They
deserve our congratulations and our recognition because such success always has a cost in terms of time and effort and
it takes a special courage to fully extend yourself and to strive to excel.

I would also like to congratulate every student at Farrer who has tried to improve this year. This means that I am
congratulating and recognising the vast majority of students who attend the school. Striving for improvement, in any area
of school life, is commendable and is the basis of our educational philosophy and drive. I will continue to emphasise the
great importance of this excellence of effort and have been very impressed with the response of students to the
challenges which they have faced this year.

2018 is the year we say farewell to our Deputy Mr Gus Comi who has accepted a promotion as Principal of Balranald
Central School. After 18 years at Farrer as Head Teacher Mathematics and then Deputy, Gus has made an enormous
contribution to the culture of Farrer and will be sorely missed. His wife Melinda has also had a proactive and positive
impact in learning support, especially with our Aboriginal students. We thank her for her energy and frequently going
above and beyond in assisting students. We wish Gus and Mel all the very best in the move south.
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Similarly, I would like to thank the whole school staff for their contribution to the well–being and welfare of Farrer
students. The many extra contributions of staff to cultural, sporting and social activities and opportunities make a world of
difference and are greatly appreciated. It is these activities that encourage the development of the whole person and help
make Farrer the unique place that it is.

The efficiency of each of the non–teaching sections is a great credit to all of the section leaders and to the individual
staffs. What you do on a daily basis is invaluable to the smooth running of the school and to the special environment that
the students enjoy. Many thanks to Business Services Manager, Mr Terry Cowan, for his high level expertise and
direction – it is most appreciated.

The ongoing contributions by parents and members of community to the Farrer School Council and the Farrer PT&F is
acknowledged and appreciated. I thank School Council Chairman, Mr David Rodgers, for his expert guidance of Council
and the many hours he devotes to improving and assisting our school. Particular thanks to PT&F President Mrs Nicole
Devine and Treasurer Mrs Sarah Reay who both retire after serving three year terms. Their contribution has been
tremendous as has the friendly and positive manner in which they have conducted business.

Thank you to all of the staff who contributed so heavily to make today's celebration of our best a smooth running and
enjoyable ceremony. In particular I would like to say a special thank you to Angela Monticone and to Cath Ewin for their
expertise, commitment and patience.

Finally, thank you to the students of Farrer – it is you who make the toil worthwhile. Thanks in particular to Captains Alex
Roseby, Charlie Shadwell and Will Clinch who have lead a fine group of young men in their final year at school. Although
2018 has been an especially busy year, it has also been enormously pleasurable and satisfying for me as I have
witnessed significant improvements across our campus. I get daily reminders of the true value of integrity and of the real
presence of strength in adversity through the continuing efforts by both students and staff to contribute and achieve to
the highest levels possible.

Message from the school community

Welcome to the 2018 Farrer Speech Day and Prefect Induction. This is the second year that we have held the prefect
induction in association with speech day which I believe is an excellent platform to introduce our incoming leaders to the
widest possible audience at the one time. On behalf of Council I congratulate incoming School Captain Sam Wentworth
and his team on their election and trust their tenure will be rewarding and enjoyable and I take this opportunity to thank
Alex Roseby very sincerely for his leadership of the 2018 Vice Captains, Prefects and Seniors; all your efforts and care
with the students were greatly appreciated and special mention should be made of your outstanding fund raising
activities during 2018.

Congratulations to all our students, teachers and staff for another very successful year at Farrer. Continued improving
academic results across the school, sporting performances and excellence in agriculture all help to make this unique
Agriculture High School what it is today.

Thank you to the School Council for another productive and supportive year. Your collective commitment of time, ideas,
connections and experience is invaluable to the successful operation of the school as a whole and help to make Farrer a
better place for all concerned. My special thanks to Mark Hoath (Coonamble), Kylie Kerr (Moree) and Sharon Harris
(Blackville) for constantly travelling long distances to attend our meetings. It is greatly appreciated.

Farrer Parents, Teachers and Friends

Council has had much pleasure in working in conjunction with the Farrer PT&F and the ideas and contribution by their
councillor is most welcome and appreciated especially in regards to the school uniform policy, student welfare and
support of the Farrer canteen (parent volunteers). Your donations to school projects and the various faculties are always
greatly appreciated and put to good use to benefit the students. I would like to sincerely thank outgoing president Nicole
Devine on her most successful term as President. There was a most encouraging increase in meeting attendances and
interest in the PT&F during Nicole's tenure. Congratulations on a most successful term and thank you for your time, effort
and dedication to the position. It is greatly appreciated by the whole school community. Best wishes on your life outside
Farrer and for the "Pony Express".

NSW Department of Education

I would take this opportunity to record Councils' appreciation to the Minister, Local Member and the various Directors
who have made the multi–million dollar upgrade of the various facilities within the school and boarding school possible.
We have taken possession of the new TAS complex and the new Health Centre now situated in Old Bricks dormitory.
The Stuart Maunder Centre has received a long overdue replacement roof and work is progressing well on the
refurbishment of Old Bricks dormitory and the conversion of the old TAS block to Years 9 & 10 dormitories. All these
funded projects have assisted to make Farrer an even better school for which the whole Farrer community is very
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grateful.

Farrer School Foundation Inc

I am pleased to advise after several years of negotiation the Australian Taxation Office have endorsed as deductible gift
recipients (DGR) the following funds: Farrer School Building Fund, Farrer School Scholarship Fund and Rural School
Hostel Building Fund. This allows any donations by members of the Farrer Community to any of these funds to receive a
tax deduction.

Our retired Deputy Principal of many years standing Jim Levy is currently the Chairperson of the Foundation and is
leading a dedicated committee who will endeavour to drive the Foundation forward for the long term benefit of the school
and its' students education. (Jim Levy sent his apology for Speech Day.)

I would like to acknowledge the wonderful contribution by our Honorary Solicitors Cole & Butler, Moree for their tireless
work in negotiations with the Australian Tax Office and Australian Charities and Not–for–Profit Commission and the
countless hours spent pro bono on formulating the FSF Constitution and the sets of Rules for the three DGR Funds.

Our sincere thanks and our appreciation go to Mr Roger Butler, Mr Sylvester Joseph and William Penfold for their time
and efforts spent on behalf of the Foundation, without their help we would not be a legal and viable entity.

In conclusion I would like to take this opportunity on behalf of Council to thank the Principal Clint Gallagher for his drive,
leadership and commitment he gives to the school every day. Sincere congratulations Clint for an exceptional job well
done, especially your contribution to School Council Meetings, I especially appreciate your input.

I also acknowledge the contribution by our Deputies Gus Comi (Day) and David Gale (Boarding) for the roles they play in
the successful operation and running of the day and boarding schools. Thank you gentlemen for jobs well done, your
efforts are also greatly appreciated. To Terry Cowan and all the non– teaching staff a huge thank you all for all your hard
work and dedication to your various responsibilities in administration, the catering, welfare, cleaning, laundry, grounds
and maintenance departments. You are the engine room that keeps our great school running on a straight and even
course. I sincerely thank your all, your continued loyalty is greatly appreciated

To the departing year 12 students, congratulations of your successful journey through Farrer. Take with you all that you
have learnt and the enduring friendships you have made during your time at this wonderful school. Very best wishes for
your future endeavours, whatever they may be. You all now have the distinction and honour of being a "Farrer Old Boy",
utilise this to your best advantage and wear the badge with great pride.

David Rodgers – Chairman Farrer School Council
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School background

School vision statement

"Proudly committed to producing  thinking, well–educated, skilled, flexible and caring people capable of  confident
effective participation in society."

 

“To promote and develop the potential in each boy, in  preparation for a full and active role as a citizen in a changing
world.”

School context

Farrer  Memorial Agricultural High School has established an enviable reputation as a  centre of excellence in
academics, agriculture, welfare, sports and academic  programs. Catering to the education of both day and boarding
students, Farrer  is the sole government provider of boys’ education in a regional setting, and  the only boys’ agricultural
school in Australia. The school is set on 191  hectares of prime agricultural land, 10 kilometres from Tamworth. Farrer
ha  600 students enrolled: 350 boarders and 250 day boys.

Farrer  is committed to a holistic, integrated approach to develop a culture of  academic success, providing a broad
curriculum with an emphasis on whole  school programs to encourage continuous enjoyment in life–long
learning.  Agriculture is a central focus, providing opportunities for problem solving  and practical education that flow on
to all aspects of the school.

By  creating a safe and supportive environment within both the boarding and day  sections of the school, we have
developed an atmosphere of harmonious  cooperation that is the best environment for student productivity and  progress.
This allows students to achieve their educational objectives while  forming lasting relationships and memories.

Our  aim of “producing thinking, well education, skilled, flexible and caring  people” depends upon the continued support
and communication between all  members of our community – students, staff, parents and caregivers. Enrolling  in Farrer
provides an outstanding education, memorable experiences and  mateship that lasts a lifetime.

Self-assessment and school achievement

Self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework

This section of the Annual Report outlines the findings from self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework,
school achievements and the next steps to be pursued.

This year, our school undertook self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework. The framework supports
public schools throughout NSW in the pursuit of excellence by providing a clear description of high quality practice
across the three domains of Learning, Teaching and Leading.

The results of this process indicated that in the School Excellence Framework domain of Learning the school is
Delivering. The wellbeing of students is crucial in order for effective learning to take place. In 2018 our Wellbeing Team
consolidated earlier work and conducted a large number of welfare based programs in which students learn to care for
self, their peers and others in our wider community. Student engagement and satisfaction in these programs has been
high. To complement this and to support staff in the well–being team, the partnership with the University of New England
involving the placement of trainee social worker at the school every six months has continued and is thriving. The
inclusion of social workers in our school is in it's second year of operation. The work these people are doing has had a
tremendously positive impact on our school. A 2018 target was to increase the number of Year 12 students choosing to
select staff as mentors. This was very successful with a participation rate over 90%. Student feedback was very positive
with regard to this program.

The school has high expectations of student behaviour and engagement in learning. The Ongoing Performance
Appraisal Log (OPALs) recognises and rewards those students who are working to the best of their ability – this provides
regular feedback to students and their parents in a timely manner (via Millennium, our Student Management system with
a student and parent portal) and cultivates a culture where learning is valued. Our revamped student support team which
combines Learning Support and Aboriginal Student Support have worked hard and better utilised the limited resources
we have to support our students with particular learning needs.. Professional learning around the analysis of data is
required particularly in the use of the Progressive Assessment Test (PAT). This should help inform the modifications to
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assessments, assisting executive teams driving the focus on literacy and numeracy.

The school continued it's work under the Bump It Up Strategy, and this has involved a focus on reading and numeracy,
along with our existing focus on writing. Staff continuing to examine Hattie's and William's research on feedback and
formative assessment as a means to improve engagement and measure teaching impact. A staff member was selected
to lead the Numeracy initiative and another to lead the Literacy initiative. These staff members have delivered PL to the
whole staff and worked at a faculty level to change teaching and assessment practice.. The process of aligning and
publishing the junior assessment policies has been finalised and persuasive writing has become a focus across KLAs..

In the School Excellence Framework domain of Teaching, after examining the evidence, the school determined that it is
Delivering. Analysis of our NAPLAN data indicated that writing is the area requiring the greatest improvement, although
it was pleasing to note growth in this area – the largest growth an all NAPLAN assessment areas. Using the RAP data
faculties analysed HSC results and the consistent theme which emerged was that extended responses and essays were
the areas we could improve the most. Continued work on A Learning and Responding Matrix (ALARM), which is a writing
and logic scaffold that assists students in constructing more detailed written responses, led to Faculties aligning to use
one common scaffold. More work will need to be done to train new staff in the use of this teaching and learning
technique.

In the School Excellence Framework domain of Leading the school accessed itself as Delivering. In 2018 the executive
made a under training in SCOUT and SPaRO, and a greater concentration on mile–stoning occurred. Further work will
need to occur in 2019 to ensure this continues to improve. A further focus in 2019 will be to increase staff knowledge
regarding the process of gaining higher levels of accreditation to ultimately encourage staff to become Highly
Accomplished and Lead teachers.

Faculties are required to develop a faculty plan in line with School priorities and budgets have been allocated to
purchase resources based on identified needs in these plans. In 2019 there will be a greater focus on Faculty plans and
how they can be a more useable document.

Farrer is a school with a proud history and tradition is very important to the 'Farrer Family'. Traditions of the school which
support the current values of the school community and good teaching practice are to be maintained and promoted. The
executive team is always prepared to examine traditions and practices which may be outdated and work to modernise
and improve what we are doing. The executive is promoting a whole school culture in which we are prepared to innovate,
openly review our practice by gaining feedback (from students, staff, parents or external experts), implement change and
assess the impact. We are determined to successfully adopt the Department's Reform Agenda while maintaining the
valuable traditions and character of the school, ensuring we promote the Farrer values of respect, excellence and
fairness.

Our self–assessment process will assist the school to refine our school plan, leading to further improvements in the
delivery of education to our students.

For more information about the School Excellence Framework:

https://education.nsw.gov.au/teaching–and–learning/school–excellence–and–accountability/sef–evidence–guide
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Strategic Direction 1

Quality Learning For All Students

Purpose

To build an environment that develops boys into men, meeting their academic potential, who are creative, collaborative,
resilient, confident, socially just and work ready.

Overall summary of progress

Progress towards meeting the targets in the Bump It Up Strategy have been very positive with all targets for 2019
already meet.

Work on the ALARM scaffold continued with many faculties reporting high student engagement. Work to ensure the
students benefit from a consistent scaffold has been completed and will be further enhanced next year.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

 • Increase the proportion of
students in Reading in the top 2
NAPLAN bands from 19%  to
23% by 2019.
 • Increase the proportion of
students in Numeracy in the top 2
NAPLAN bands from 19%  to
23% by 2019.
 • Improve student writing and
literacy through quality
assessments for and as
learning.Improve capacity of
teacher's knowledge and
understanding of text types and
specific literacy components.
 • Premiers Target
 • Increase students in the top 2
NAPLAN bands by 8% in
Reading and Numeracy.
 • Increase the proportion of ATSI
students in the top 2 NAPLAN
bands by 30% in Reading and
Numeracy.

$85 000 for teacher release
for Literacy coordinator and
Numeracy coordinator as
well as Professional
Learning.

Numeracy and Literacy: according to the data
evidence provided on SCOUT we are meeting the
Premier's targets for increasing the number of
students in the top 2 bands, in fact we are
exceeding the target.  In Literacy, copies of all text
type assessment tasks have been collected. There
has been teacher feedback including evaluation,
professional dialogue and surveys

Next Steps

Consolidate work with the ALARM scaffold and ensure it is embedded with new staff. Literacy and numeracy strategies
will continue to evolve across all KLA's.
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Strategic Direction 2

Quality Teaching

Purpose

A cohesive, collaborative teaching team that is focussed on continual development of pedagogy, tailored to development
of the whole student, focussed on boys education in the 21st century.

Overall summary of progress

The use of technology in learning has increased across the school. The G–Suite is a regular part of the student learning
experience.

All Senior Assessment policies have been revised inline with the new assessment requirements.

The number of students selecting agriculture for senior school at the end of 2018 has almost doubled on the previous 3
years.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

 • Increase in staff utilising
various technology tools as
evidenced in teaching programs.
 • All Senior Assessment policies
have been revised in line with
new syllabi and assessment
requirements.
 • Increased student satisfaction
with agriculture as evidenced by
student surveys and student
enrolment numbers.

Resources were allocated
to appoint a Head Teacher
– Information & Digital
Technologies to guide staff
in the utilisation of
technology in learning.

All staff have been provided
with a laptop to ensure they
can support student
learning with technology.

Some KLAs have documented and embedded their
formative assessment strategies into teaching
programs and practice.  HODs are handling this at
a faculty level with sharing at faculty and executive
meetings anticipated into 2019.

Increase in the amount of staff using the Google
suite to  issue both class work and assessment
tasks to students. Staff are also monitoring students
work through Google classroom.

Next Steps

Develop staff expertise in giving effective feedback using technology.

Further develop new senior assessments to reflect the new spirit of senior assessment, ensuring that there is a wide
scope of opportunities for students to demonstrate their knowledge.
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Strategic Direction 3

Leading The Development of Partnerships

Purpose

Lead in the development of a culture of partnerships with parents, the Farrer Old Boys Association, community groups,
educational institutions, industry and others to maximise curriculum delivery and opportunity for all students, especially in
academics, wellbeing, agriculture and sport.

To ensure all our young men leave Farrer with career opportunities, excellent relationships and friendships that will
support them in their future.

Overall summary of progress

During 2018 the school established a partnership with the Newcastle Nights to deliver wellbeing and health based
education programs. This was delivered to all students, regardless of interest in sport. Numerous agricultural
partnerships have flourished in 2018, delivering technology, guest speakers, access to equipment that the school would
not have otherwise been able to achieve.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

 • Increase in the number of
external links to the school that
benefit and enhance student
learning and wellbeing.
 • Parental use of Millennium has
increased.
 • 10% increase in students
accessing student support
services within the school for
improved wellbeing.

The development of
partnerships has come at
zero cost to the school.

Wellbeing programs such
as those delivered by Batyr
have used Wellbeing
Funding.

Agriculture/Academics: Partnerships saw a greater
involvement of students with a variety of industry
specialist. Greater exposure to industry trends and
latest technologies should see an increase in
student awareness, knowledge and ability in these
areas in regards to the HSC. Continued to foster
relationships with all partnerships. Increased usage
of the UNE Smart Farm by various students
throughout the year.

Mental Fitness lessons evaluated via student
survey and HTW's evaluation.

Next Steps

The progress in this strategic direction as been very pleasing. Partnerships (both new and existing) are delivering many
benefits to students mainly in agriculture, wellbeing and sport. The Wellbeing team has matured into a very effective
team. Continued refinement and improvement of the programs will further enhance student engagement and learning.
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Key Initiatives Resources (annual) Impact achieved this year

Aboriginal background loading $57 000 An Aboriginal Program Coordinator, Mr Mark
Treneman, was employed to liaise with
community members and organise academic
and cultural support for our Aboriginal
students. Student Learning Support Officers
were employed to support individuals and
groups mainly in the classroom. Growth data
from Year 7 2016 to Year 9 2018 indicates at
average state growth for our Year 9 students.
New boarding students were provided with
emotional support as they adjusted to their
new surrounds.

Low level adjustment for disability $131 000 The main purpose of this funding is to employ
the Learning and Support Teacher (LaST) to
assist students and staff. School Learning
Support Officers were also employed to
support individual and small groups of
students experiencing difficulty with their
learning. Support was primarily within the
classroom setting, but assistance and
assessment was also provided using
withdrawal organised by the Learning and
Support Teacher, and also assistance at
lunchtime and after school.

Socio–economic background $101 000 As part of the Bump It Up Strategy, release
from face–to–face teaching time was given for
a leader in literacy and also a leader in
numeracy. Each faculty was given two
periods for a nominated member to have time
with these leaders to develop resources
which focused on targeted areas in literacy
and numeracy.

A small amount of funding was also used to
give students access to resources and
excursions that provided them with an
equivalent level of access to their peers..

Support for beginning teachers $15 221 Under the Great Teaching, Inspired Learning
strategy all beginning permanent teachers at
FMAHS had access to a strong induction
process, a trained mentor, reduced teaching
load and greater opportunity to collaborate
with other teachers. In 2018 this funding
helped to support three teachers in their
second year of service.

The school also used an equivalent amount of
it's own funding to include two temporary
beginning teachers in the HSIE faculty with
this high level of support.
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Student information

Student enrolment profile

Enrolments

Students 2015 2016 2017 2018

Boys 560 591 592 584

Girls 0 0 0 0

Farrer has maintained a stable student population due
to the enrolment being capped by the Selective Schools
entrance process.

Student attendance profile

School

Year 2015 2016 2017 2018

7 95.1 95.9 96.4 95.6

8 93.3 94.9 94.2 93.6

9 94 92.9 93.9 93.1

10 93.8 94.1 92.1 92.6

11 93.7 93.5 94.8 91.9

12 94.7 92.5 93.4 93.4

All Years 94.1 94.1 94.2 93.4

State DoE

Year 2015 2016 2017 2018

7 92.7 92.8 92.7 91.8

8 90.6 90.5 90.5 89.3

9 89.3 89.1 89.1 87.7

10 87.7 87.6 87.3 86.1

11 88.2 88.2 88.2 86.6

12 89.9 90.1 90.1 89

All Years 89.7 89.7 89.6 88.4

Management of non-attendance

Farrer fosters a strong positive culture with regard to
student attendance. The schools attendance rate is well
above State average. When a student does not attend
school parents are sent a text and this resolves most
issues. The Home School Liaison Officer visits the
school each semester to check on attendance data and
follow up any students of concern.

Post-school destinations

Proportion of
students moving
into post-school
education, training
or employment

Year 10
%

Year 11
%

Year 12
%

Seeking
Employment

0 0 3

Employment 9 2 9

TAFE entry 0 0 19

University Entry 0 0 43

Other 0 0 7

Unknown 0 0 0

In 2018 from a cohort of 81 graduates 43 received
university offers. Courses that we were offered included
Vet Science, Rural Science, Nursing, Engineering,
Sport and Exercise Science, Business, Entrepreneurial
Studies, Computer Science, Aeronautical Engineering
and Education. Of interest, Hugh Maxey received the
Transformer Scholarship at Bond University and Ryan
Minett is studying Bachelor of Aerospace Engineering
at Newcastle University. Our Dux, Charlie Shadwell,
took up Vet Science at Wagga CSU.

15 students undertook apprenticeships, 12 went into
agricultural related careers and 4 commenced in the
Australian Defence Force .

Year 12 students undertaking vocational or trade
training

Seventeen Year 12 students studies Primary
Industries–Core plus 2 studied TVet.

Post Year 12 15 students ended up in trades and
another 4 enrolled in Traineeships through Tafe.

Year 12 students attaining HSC or equivalent
vocational education qualification

All students who completed Year 12 at Farrer Memorial
Agricultural High School obtained a Higher School
Certificate.

Workforce information
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Workforce composition

Position FTE*

Principal(s) 1

Deputy Principal(s) 2

Head Teacher(s) 9

Classroom Teacher(s) 33.4

Learning and Support Teacher(s) 0.8

Teacher Librarian 1

School Counsellor 0.7

School Administration and Support
Staff

12.88

Other Positions 1

*Full Time Equivalent

The school employs two Aboriginal staff in the in the
hostel.

Teacher qualifications

All teaching staff meet the professional requirements
for teaching in NSW public schools. 

Teacher qualifications

Qualifications % of staff

Undergraduate degree or diploma 100

Postgraduate degree 22

Professional learning and teacher accreditation

Total funding spent on teacher professional learning
was $62000. All teachers participated in professional
learning.

Targeted areas for teacher professional learning
included the school wide development of the ALARM
writing and logic scaffold, work on assessment for and
as learning, working with colleagues through head
teacher networks and professional associations to
improve knowledge and skills specific to each subject
discipline, supporting leadership development across
the school, as well as significant training for staff in the
agriculture faculty. Funds were also allocated to
enhance staff technology skills for use in the
classroom.

All teaching staff seeking accreditation or seeking
maintenance of accreditation in 2018 were successful.

Financial information

Financial summary

The information provided in the financial summary
includes reporting from 1 January 2018 to 31
December 2018. 

2018 Actual ($)

Opening Balance 2,606,085

Revenue 15,902,676

Appropriation 9,864,115

Sale of Goods and Services 4,402,889

Grants and Contributions 1,040,673

Gain and Loss 0

Other Revenue 550,352

Investment Income 44,647

Expenses -16,331,658

Recurrent Expenses -16,331,658

Employee Related -11,017,293

Operating Expenses -5,314,365

Capital Expenses 0

Employee Related 0

Operating Expenses 0

SURPLUS / DEFICIT FOR THE
YEAR

-428,983

Balance Carried Forward 2,177,103

For Farrer, 2018 represents the first full year under the
new financial system instigated by LMBR. This was a
significant change given the complexities that arise as
one of the few Public Boarding Schools in NSW.
Notwithstanding many issues that arose we are
pleased to report that we have managed the change as
effectively as possible within the constraints of the new
system. Procedures for the new classifications of
revenue and expenditures were put into place and
evolved as the year progressed. Financial data entry
was centralised to provide better controls and improved
accuracy. The electronic workflow allowed for approval
of expenditure, including on Purchasing Cards, to be
controlled within the appropriate staff delegated
authority. Where necessary new procedures were
developed in conjunction with the applicable
Departments to manage some of the unique functions
of the Boarding School, such as the management of
Student Bonds, Boarding Fees & Hire of Facilities. As
validated by the additional Audit undertaken during
2018, overall governance within the new system is
working well.

Significant works, originally planned in 2016/17
continued throughout 2018 improving our dormitories,
kitchen facilities, health centre, roads and farming
capabilities. These expenditures contributed to the
drawdown of $429k of funds carried forward from 2017.
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Further planned improvements delayed during 2018 will
be completed during 2019, such as the installation of
new custom–made furnishings (loft beds and lockers) in
the dormitories, greatly improving the facilities for our
boarding students. Other planned works include
air–conditioning, CCTV, Library expansion, Faculty
Staff Room relocations, Hay Shed, Power to Irrigation
Pumps and further road–works.

Financial summary equity funding

The equity funding data is the main component of the
'Appropriation' section of the financial summary above. 

2018 Actual ($)

Base Total 6,487,864

Base Per Capita 114,397

Base Location 7,021

Other Base 6,366,445

Equity Total 290,759

Equity Aboriginal 57,739

Equity Socio economic 101,277

Equity Language 0

Equity Disability 131,743

Targeted Total 73,028

Other Total 749,467

Grand Total 7,601,118

Figures presented in this report may be subject to
rounding so may not reconcile exactly with the bottom
line totals, which are calculated without any rounding. 

A full copy of the school's financial statement is tabled
at the annual general meetings of the parent and/or
community groups. Further details concerning the
statement can be obtained by contacting the school.

School performance

NAPLAN

In the National Assessment Program, the results across
the Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 literacy and
numeracy assessments are reported on a scale from
Band 1 to Band 10. The achievement scale
represents increasing levels of skills
and understandings demonstrated in these
assessments.

From 2018 to 2020 NAPLAN is moving from a paper
test to an online test. Individual schools are migrating to
the online test, with some schools attempting NAPLAN
on paper and others online.

Results for both online and paper formats are reported
on the same NAPLAN assessment scale. Any
comparison of NAPLAN results – such as comparisons
to previous NAPLAN results or to results for students
who did the assessment in a different format – should
take into consideration the different test formats and
are discouraged during these transition years.

In Year 9 writing our average scaled growth score was
38.3 compared to the DoE average of 34.3. This was
again an improvement in our Year 9 writing which
validated the focus that this has been for the school. In
Year 9 reading 76.8% of the cohort  produced greater
than or equal to expected growth, higher than the state
average of 68.6%.

In Year 7 writing our average scaled growth score was
48.5 compared to the DoE average of 34.8. This meant
that 71.6% of the Year 7 cohort produced greater than
or equal to expected growth in writing. In Year 7
reading 64% of the cohort received a Band 7, 8 or 9,
well above state average.
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In Year 7 Numeracy 40.7% of our students achieved
Band 8 or 9 results compared to the DoE average of
27.4%.

In Year 9 numeracy 28.9% of the cohort received a
Band 9 or 10 compared to the DoE average of 26.2%. It
is pleasing to report that 70% of the cohort produced
greater than or equal to expected growth in numeracy.
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In accordance with the Premier's Priorities: Improving
education results and State Priorities: Better services –
Improving Aboriginal education outcomes for students
in the top two NAPLAN bands, the school can report
that for our Aboriginal students:

In Year 7 Numeracy 30.8% of our students achieved
Band 8 or 9 results compared to the DoE average of
6.6%.

In Year 7 Reading 23.1% of our students achieved
Band 8 or 9 results compared to the DoE average of
7.8%.

In Year 9 Numeracy 23.1% of our students achieved
Band 9 or 10 results compared to the DoE average of
5.5%.

In Year 9 Reading 30.8% of our students achieved
Band 9 or 10 results compared to the DoE average of
5.2%.

Higher School Certificate (HSC)

The performance of students in the HSC is reported in
bands ranging from Band 1 (lowest) to Band 6
(highest). It is worth noting that the SSSG Average is
from Selective Schools in Sydney and does not
represent a fair comparison for our school.
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The Agriculture Faculty produced extremely pleasing
results with 3 students with a Band 6 in the 2 Unit
Agriculture course and an average well above the state.
The Primary Industries Course also produced 3 Band 6
results, an excellent achievement. Industrial
Technology was the other standout subject producing
well above state average results and 5 students
receiving a Band 6 across Metal, Wood and

Multimedia. Other Band 6 results were received in
Music and General Mathematics. A comprehensive
review of the HSC results will be undertaken in 2010
with each faculty aiming to identify areas for
improvement and modify programs and assessments
based on the review.

Parent/caregiver, student, teacher
satisfaction

Each year schools are required to seek the opinions of
parents, students and teachers about the school. The
School Council meets twice per term and has
representatives from teaching and non–teaching staff,
the Parents, Teachers & Friends, the Old Boys
Association and the school executive. Council oversees
the running of the school and debates policy changes.
Each member is responsible for tabling the concerns of
an individual or group they are representing, and
canvasing opinions before voting on new or amended
policies.

The Student Representative Council is elected by the
student body and meets during Roll Call. Students table
issues and concerns, as well as suggestions for
improved amenities throughout the school.

Policy requirements

Aboriginal education

There were 62 Aboriginal students enrolled in 2018,
comprising 10% of the total student enrolment.

Aboriginal students are supported through the
employment of an Aboriginal Programs Coordinator as
well as employment of School Learning Support
Officers. Programs included
 • Partnering with the "Opportunity Hub" Tamworth,

involving a meeting each Wednesday morning.
 • NAIDOC week activities.
 • An outstanding 'Sorry Day' Assembly.
 • Individual tutoring students in need of support

who qualify for funding.
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The departure of our Aboriginal Programs Coordinator,
Mr Mark Treneman after many years of service was a
disappointment for our Aboriginal students. Many
thanks to Mark for the tremendous programs he has
established for our boys and the individual support he
provided to numerous boys. The school will be looking
to find a replacement for Mr Treneman early in 2019.

Multicultural and anti-racism education

Farrer has no students with non–English speaking
backgrounds, although a small number of families
report a heritage involving another language.

The school celebrated Harmony Day at an assembly
and promoted acceptance of all people and their
cultural heritage. Multicultural perspectives are
integrated into teaching and learning programs.
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